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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a framework to facilitate the adoption of the Blockchain technology and streamline
the development of decentralised applications (DAPPs). It describes four enablers, as self-contained core
modules, offering specific, key functionality using the Blockchain technology. The enabler functionality
includes a) Blockchain-based ID management allowing for authentication and authorization, b) the
storage of data in the IPFS distributed filesystem with guarantees of data integrity and authenticity, c) the
trustworthy registration of entities, services, and bindings, d) the performance of trustworthy negotiations
towards external marketplaces with the support of the Blockchain. The design and interactions of the
enablers are described using sequence diagrams. The usage of the functionality provided by the enablers is
also being evaluated. In parallel, we present the application of the Blockchain technology, mainly in the
context of EU project Block.IS in three economic areas agriculture, finance, and logistics. We provide and
discuss a digest of the decentralised applications designed and developed over a period of approximately 3
years (2019-2021). Key areas of interest, processes, workflows, and assets where Blockchain technology
has been applied are described. Findings, in terms of Blockchain application, challenges and technical
selections as well as third-party tools are also identified and discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Blockchain is considered a disruptive technology in multiple economic activities [1]. The
adoption of Blockchain opens new horizons in application development ([2] and [3]) but at the
same time presents a set of inherent challenges, due to its highly innovative nature and the
frequent changes in the available tools. In this work, we describe our efforts and lessons learnt to
support the adoption of Blockchain technology in three key areas of the European economy,
namely agriculture, finance, and logistics, in the context of the EU H.2020 Block.IS project [4].
Considering the technological difficulties of adopting the Blockchain technology on behalf of
SMEs (Small and Medium Enterprises), due to the inherent complexity of the technology and the
volatility of the tools, we have designed a set of technological ‘enablers.’ These are considered
self-existing, reusable modules offering specific functionality. Four enablers are described in
terms of their operation, and usage, covering the areas of a) ID management, authentication, and
authorization, b) immutable data storage in distributed file systems, c) trustworthy entity, service
and bindings registrations, and d) trusted negotiations using external marketplaces. This
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functionality and the corresponding enablers (or similar functional modules) have been largely
embraced by the participating SMEs (experimenters). Through their, almost 3-year usage (20192021), we have identified issues and challenges that have resulted in improvements and
enhancements. These have included a) the need to easily deploy and connect with both private
and public chains while requiring minimal underlying infrastructures, b) the ways to deal with
the current heterogeneity in the Blockchain landscape, in terms of chains, tools, frameworks and
applications employed.
In parallel, we provide a high-level breakdown of the innovative ideas and functionalities
implemented mainly in the context of the Block.IS project leverages the Blockchain capabilities
in the three, thematic areas. We also refer to the findings, the challenges and the lessons learned
from the overall ecosystem, including also information on the Blockchain selections, the types of
applications, and the 3rd party tools used.
The structure of the document is as follows: In Section 2, we discuss the economic areas selected
and the challenges in the adoption of the new technology. Section 3 describes the enablers, and
their operations as well as the considerations and improvements performed in response to
feedback. Section 4 includes the thematic digest of the Blockchain applications. The paper
closes in Section 5 with the discussion and conclusions.

2. STATE OF THE ART
2.1. Selected Economic Sectors
A prerequisite for sustainable economic growth is the leverage of innovation and digital
intelligence. Three of the most important sectors of EU economy include agrifood, logistics, and
financial services. EU’s agrifood sector has a strong global competitive position as the largest
food and drink exporter with a market share of 18% [5]. The interest in the link between food and
health has changed mainstream consumption patterns towards valorisation of quality aspects
related to good health. With long global value chains, consumers, and processors face challenges
in verifying the accuracy of data from farm to table. Consumers pay premiums for products that
provide this information credibly such as organic food. Current solutions focus on certifications
and regulations which are costly, hard to enforce, and can be confusing to consumers. The
challenge is to streamline transfer of and access to data within the sector for all actors as well as
consumers ([6] and [7]).
The logistics, sector amounts to 14% of EU’s GDP, and it is expected to grow by 40% by 2040
[8]. This sector includes the distribution of goods, from raw materials up to the finished products.
Contemporary supply chains span over hundreds of stages and dozens of geographical locations.
This makes it hard to trace events or investigate incidents (traceability) through precise and costeffective actions limited in scope. Fraud can take place, as effectiveness of enforcement is
limited. Moreover, a large degree of documentation from various sources is needed to meet
regulations (e.g., import/export), which often represent a bottleneck and create costs. The
challenge is to make provision and verification of information efficient along supply chains while
ensuring transparency, security, and accountability ([9] and [10]].
The financial sector makes up to 20-30% of total service market revenue and about 20% of the
total gross domestic product in EU economies [11]. Many financial services are data-heavy and
fault-prone, thus requiring middlemen for mediation (trust), and thus entailing transaction costs.
Moreover, information sharing is limited even where synergies can be realized as in the insurance
industry (data sharing). The challenge is to lower operational costs for a globally integrated
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industry through operational simplification, regulatory efficiency improvement, settlement time
reduction, liquidity, and capital improvement ([12], [13] and [14]).

2.2. Blockchain Technology and Challenges
Blockchain technology has been recognised as a promising and disruptive technology enabling a
decentralised, trusted, and programmable way to transfer value and information [15]. It can
support provenance, transparency, traceability, efficiency, trust, and data sharing, while it can be
used to trade assets through digital tokens. Such tokens can represent any type of underlying
asset: value, facts, quality, comments. Common uses are tokens as digital currency (monetary
value), digital equity (shareholder value), tokens representing physical assets, and utility tokens
that regulate access to services. As no central authority is needed to facilitate the exchanges and
network nodes run the necessary checks and transactions, approved via a community consensus
mechanism. Blockchain validation is thus direct since every node has access to all transactions,
which are cryptographically verified and stored on the distributed ledger [16].
Adopting the Blockchain can increase the competitiveness of their users/adopters, offering
products and services with enhanced value. However, the introduction of such a sophisticated
technology faces technological (and other) barriers, including lack of acquaintance with this
technology. To support the building of new applications, it is an existing practice to offer key
functionality in a read-to-use manner, as ‘enablers’ [17]. Enablers are core building blocks
around which added-value services and products can be built, and they can accelerate the
development of Blockchain based applications.

3. ENABLERS
The enablers are self-contained modules with their functionality fully defined through their
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). The functionality they offer has a generic and
reusable nature and can be applicable in different thematic domains (including the sectors
selected in our ecosystem). Identifying such functionality and implementing it in a reusable way
has been the first ‘stake’ in our work. Four key enablers have been designed, implemented, and
provided, which are described in the next sections.

3.1. Identity Management with AAA
The Identity Management with AAA (Authentication, Authorization and Accounting) support
allows for user identity management, authentication, authorization, and accounting based on
uPort. The enabler operates between the user and the protected application or Decentralized
Applications (DAPPs). The entities employed include the MetaIdentity Manager smart contract,
the Proxy smart contract, and Relay SC (inspired by the uPort reference architecture [18]).
The user can interact with a) an external service (i.e., not implemented within the Blockchain as a
DAPP) and b) a target DAPP where the enabler is used for authentication as well as relaying the
interactions towards the target DAPP.
As presented in Figure 1, in the scenario involving the external service (non-interactive with the
Blockchain), the client (the user) interacts with the external service to authenticate (interaction 1).
The service invokes the enabler to perform authentication (2). The public address of the user that
signed the request (using the Hashed-Based Message Authentication Code – HMAC) is known to
the blockchain infrastructure. The enabler contacts the MetaIdentity Manager (3) to verify the
identity of the user.
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Figure 1. ID management enabler, non-interactive scenario

In the more complex scenario of interacting with a DAPP (Blockchain smart contract), the client
contacts the enabler (interaction 1). The enabler invokes the Relay smart contract transferring a)
the signed message containing the address of the target DAPP, the method of the target DAPP to
be executed and the relevant parameters, b) the signature properties, c) the public address of the
user, and d) the address of the MetaIdentity Manager Smart Contract (2). The sequence is
presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. ID management enabler, interactive scenario

Τhe Relay smart contract validates the integrity of the message (compatibility of the signature
elements with the message hashed data) and forwards the message to the MetaIdentity Manager
smart, contract (3). The MetaIdentity Manager smart contract checks the validity of the user
address performing authentication and authorization. If the request is both authenticated and
authorized, it is relayed to the appropriate Proxy SC (4). The Proxy smart contract forwards the
message (including the method and parameters) to the target DAPP (5).

3.2. Storage Enabler
The Storage enabler allows storing and encrypting data (including files of increased volume, for
example consisting of photos and videos) in the distributed file system Interplanetary File System
(IPFS, [19]). As the files are stored in the file system, their size is not limited (by the typical
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limitations of the Blockchain infrastructure), while the information exchanges are registered in
the Blockchain, becoming permanent, immutable, and traceable. The enabler is combined with a
smart phone application (Storage App), which can prepare the messages including the multimedia
(image and video) or other content and digitally sign the message before sending it to the enabler.

Figure 3. Storage enabler

As depicted in figure 3, the user is initially registered on the Blockchain, so that a wallet and a
public address are created (interaction 0). The user creates the content to be uploaded using the
smart phone application, e.g., by taking a photo (1). The user instructs the mobile app to prepare
and upload the message, including the Blockchain address of the sender and other optional
parameters such as the timestamp and the location (2). The mobile app authenticates the user,
calculates the MD5 hash of the message and the SHA3 256 hex string of the MD5 hash. It
unlocks the Ethereum wallet of the user, asking for his password, and signs the Secure Hash
Algorithm 3 (SHA3) hash with the private key of the user. It then locks the Ethereum wallet of
the user and uploads the file to the Storage enabler (3).
Using the Blockchain (4), the enabler extracts and verifies the signature parameters and performs
authentication and authorization of the user. For this step, the ID management enabler can be
used (as performed by the ID management enabler). The enabler then uploads the file to the IPFS
file system in encrypted chunks (5). The IPFS hash is returned to the enabler, and it can be used
to retrieve the file from the IPFS. The IPFS hash is registered in the Blockchain infrastructure,
and a transaction ID is generated (6). The integrity and authenticity of the file can be verified at
any time through the IPFS hash.
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3.3. Service Registry Enabler
The Service Registry enabler implements an entity, service, and smart contract registry directory
where the participating entities can register themselves. The entity can also register and advertise
the services and smart contracts it offers based on keywords (tags). This way finding services and
smart contracts in Block.IS is facilitated. The concepts and approach of UDDI (Universal
Description, Discovery, and Integration) as a centralised service for maintaining configuration
information and naming are adapted [20].
The users of the service registry include the service provider and the service consumer. The
former is offering services and DAPPs, and the latter is searching for services and DAPPs. The
service (or Smart Contract) provided by the Service Provider is represented as a service structure
(as described in UDDI definitions) which includes information on the type and the usage of the
service. The binding templates model the actual implementation of an offered service (or Smart
Contract) and include information on its access and usage. The following sections describe two
types of interactions: (a) registration and deletion and (b) inquiry.
In the registration interface, as depicted in Figure 4, the Service Provider registers as an entity
(1). Upon registration of the entity the enabler makes a related registration in the Blockchain (and
retrieves the transaction ID). Then the entity, can register its services and bindings (for brevity
they are not depicted in the figure). The registrations can be deleted (2) but not edited due to the
immutable nature of Blockchain registrations.

Figure 4. Service registry enabler
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The inquiry interface is used when an entity is searching for entities and their services to
consume. Initially, the service consumer searches for entities (3). The details of the entity can be
verified (using the transaction ID) with the Blockchain (4). Then the consumer can ask for the
services of a specific entity (5). In a similar manner, the service details can be verified with the
Blockchain (6).

3.4. Trusted Negotiations Enabler
The Trusted Negotiations enabler supports and enhances (in terms of integrity, authentication and
non-repudiation guarantees) the critical operations taking place during the interactions with a
Marketplace. Such operations are primarily related to the registration of information and include
the making of an “offer”, a “bid”, as well as the establishment of bilateral agreements between
parties. The Trusted Negotiations enabler offers integrity, authenticity, tracing, and tracking. The
enabler allows the activation of external services when a DAPP event (e.g., agreement breakage
or revocation) takes place.

Figure 5. Trusted negotiation enabler operations.

As depicted in Figure 5, the user (acting as a Marketplace Manager) initiates the marketplace
activities, providing parameters such as the type of the marketplace, auction or booking type, as
well as the mechanism for accepting bids. The initiation parameters are stored in the Trusted
Negotiations enabler and subsequently registered in the Blockchain infrastructure (1). A new
session is registered by the marketplace adapter in the enabler and the Blockchain (2). In the
context of this session, actions (offers, biddings and related metadata such as title, description,
geolocation, price, creation date, duration, state) are registered in the enabler and the hash in the
Blockchain (3). If the marketplace identifies that the conditions are met, the marketplace adapter
registers a contract (4). In the case of peer-to-peer marketplace, the activities can be closed by the
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offeror or automatically through specific conditions. The enabler can notify the user (and other
external entities) of the important events through a Pub/Sub mechanism (5).

3.5. Enabler Usage and Improvements
The enablers have been offered and used for a period of almost 3 years by a group of 40 external
stakeholders / innovators. The provision of the enablers is performed through a set of software
gitlab groups. Each group offers links to technical documentation, dynamic self-documentation
services (Swagger framework), docker images and recipes. The enabler usage percentages, as
depicted in Figure 6, provide an indication of the interest in the related functionality.

Figure 6. Enablers relative usage (percentages).

The usage of the enablers indicates the coherent selection of functionality and the reusable
implementation. The most popular enabler has been the ID management enabler, which is
justified due to the ubiquitous nature of the corresponding functionality. The Storage enabler
comes second, the Service Registry third, and the Trusted Negotiations enabler fourth as it can be
considered vertical.
In the following we discuss some key aspects, extending beyond typical maintenance tasks, such
as the update and upgrade to support current tool versions and right management adaptation
(minimizing the rights for executing underlying components).
User Blockchain onboarding: The usage of the enablers presupposes that the user has a public
Blockchain wallet. In the absence of this, the supporting application generates a key pair (public
and
private)
that
is
used
for
signing
requests
to
the
enabler.
From private to public Blockchains: The initial deployment of the enablers has been based on a
private Blockchain (Ethereum) environment. There has been a need to connect to the public
networks (for experimentation or actual transactions). This involved accommodating a full
Ethereum node to connect with the public networks (mainnet and or testnets), which has been
resource consuming; a first level solution has been to include a light sync node, i.e., a node that
does not perform full synchronization with the network.
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Simplification of the connection with the public Blockchain: The connection with the public
network has called for further simplification. Towards this direction, we have used intermediate
platforms that perform the connection through Gateways that support the execution of Ethereum
transactions. The adaptation of the enablers included a module transforming typical transactions
(transferred through the local node) into raw transaction (transferred by the Infura Gateway1).
Heterogeneity of solutions and interoperability: The dynamic nature of chains and tools
provides choices for different environments. In some cases, due to increasing gas cost or for other
reasons (such as binding to specific solutions), there has been a need to change the chain used. To
smooth these transitions, a standard-based approach has been followed with EVM-compatible
smart contracts. Other solutions could include federated systems to be fully open and secure at
the same time [21].

4. BLOCKCHAIN-BASED ADDED VALUE APPLICATIONS
4.1. Thematic areas
In this section we present the thematic areas of the piloting projects. The steps followed include
the selection of tools (including the enablers to be used), the selection of Blockchain, the
specification and implementation of the Business Logic of the application, the management of
data, testing and piloting, handling interoperability aspects and porting to other Blockchains, and
evaluation and auditing.
Starting with the financial area, smart contracts have been designed to support processes that are
currently performed with human intervention and are prone to delays, different interpretations
and even disputes. These include the collateral payments for Credit Default Swap (CDS)
agreements as well as non-manual cryptocurrency trading. The lifecycle of loan management,
including payments, defaults, restructuring, and other credit events has also been implemented
using smart contracts. Invoice management, including creation, verification, finance request, and
payment, has been implemented using smart contracts. Another example has been voucher
management including exchange and redemption in participating retailers, supporting crossselling and facilitating automation in the transactions.
Collaborative editing and exchange of documents, as intermediate results, or final products of
design processes (such as engineering and/or architectural design) by multiple stakeholders,
involve Intellectual Properties Management (IPR) issues and restrictions. The Blockchain-based
solution, along with Id management, supports fine-grained procedures related to versioning,
exchanging, branching, and updating (in compatibility with the editing environments).
Short- and long-term agreements have also been modelled and implemented using smart
contracts. For the former, the full lifecycle of freelancing task offerings using Blockchain smart
contracts includes the description of the offering (task description, budget, deadlines, relevant
skills), the acceptance, the execution, the completion, and the dispute resolution. Real estate
market has also been a field for the implementation of decentralized apps. Digital representation
has facilitated investing and selling and secondary reselling of properties. In the clothing
industry, digital representations have been created for garments and raw material.
The key aspect in finance, has been the directness on the execution, based on the smart contract,
the facilitation of the management, the trustworthiness of the information, the transparency along
1

Infura Development Suite, https://infura.io/
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with privacy and the drastic decrease of disputes. The solutions have in principle based upon
private Blockchains.
In the area of logistics, physical assets have been identified (e.g., returnable transport packaging)
to facilitate their management and balancing procedures using smart contracts. Such smart
contracts record the availability of the physical assets and the balance updates. In addition there
have been applications focusing upon the transformation / digitalization Processes for
transportation systems, including the management, the exchange, and the processing of
transportation documentation (such as CMR documents). These are currently handled in a manual
way (often involving mistakes and omissions). Another example has been the support of
decentralized vehicle sharing with a community of drivers using Blockchains. In food supply,
maintaining and monitoring, in a trustworthy manner, appropriate conditions in the storage and
transport of sensitive and perishable products has been a well-known problem. Inappropriate
temperature levels, poor air quality, humidity, light and other conditions have a negative impact
on the delicate nature of foods. Blockchain has been used to track in near real-time the digital
history of product, registering transport and storage events. Registered data can come from the
IoT or be included manually.
Agriculture is characterised by the need for transparency and trustworthy information, related to
the ingredients used, the treatment, the allergens, the usage of herbicides and fertilizers. Current
solution based on product certifications are under questioning and Blockchain appears as a valid
alternative. The Blockchain applications have been focused mainly on the traceability aspects to
increase the trust towards the consumer. Registered data can come from IoT platforms, supported
by data entry on behalf of the processors. An important asset identified has been secondary
information such as reviews, the comments, the evaluations expressed by consumers.
Food laboratory testing results have also been considered assets, and dapps have been built to
support the management (including selling / reselling) of such tests in a Marketplace, using
Ethereum smart contracts and the W3C Verifiable Credentials framework [22].
Other Blockchain implementations include the lifecycle management of event tickets, including
issuance, selling, and reselling. Blockchain allows ticket representation as a non-fungible token
(NFT), with embedded business logic / rules governing its entire lifecycle. Another example has
been the management, utilization, and exploitation of multimedia content, in the context of a
content marketplace platform involving creators, owners and users. Ethereum ER-20 tokens

can be used for storage, payment systems, and rewards.
The area of charity has also attracted the interest for designing decentralized processes, imposing
transparency through tracing the contribution (money and goods) from the donor to the receiver.
The workflow includes the fund-raising, the purchase, donation of goods and receipt by the nonprofit organization and their use. Food donations in local commerce, have used local
cryptocurrency to replace current practices of food banks, paper food vouchers, pre-paid debit
cards, direct money transfers.
The areas and assets involved in decentralized application are depicted in Table 1.
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Table 1. Physical and non-physical (intangible) assets

Physical Assets
Charity donations (money and goods)
Garment and raw material
Event tickets
Food items (conditions during
transportation and storage)
Primary production in agriculture (olive
oil, vegetables, wine)
Real estate
Returnable transport packaging

Non-physical (intangible)
Credit default swap
Documents (collaborative editing with IPR)
Electricity load balancing agreements
Key management and recovery
Loan management
Long term agreements and contracts
Vouchers

4.2. Blockchain Selections and Third-Party Tools
The selection of blockchains has been based upon the intrinsic application requirements (public
or private infrastructure), the performance requirements and the tolerance towards the volatility
and increasing tendency of the transaction fees. There have also been constraints due to the
regulatory frameworks (especially in finance) and the binding with technical sandboxes imposed
by public agencies and/or stakeholders. The most frequent selection of Blockchain has been
Ethereum (and OpenEthereum), especially for the support of smart contract, the inherent EVM
compatibility and its overall acceptance. Corda R3 has primarily been used for financial
applications. Hyperledger for private deployments and VeChain and EOSIO have also been used
(mainly for ensuring low transaction fees). One of the main challenges identified has been the
need for interoperability, pursued through smart contract (EVM) compatibility and adopting
interoperable chains and parachains (such as PolkaDot Moonbeam [23]) as well as bridging
solutions (such as Polygon). The need for porting applications among Blockchains for better
performance and lower gas price has also been observed.
Blockchain technology has, by design, specific features that may not cover the requirements of
certain application classes (such as performance constraints and support for storing heavy data).
There is also the need to associate with physical assets and procedures. In this view, Blockchain
can act in a complementary way with other platforms and tools. Third party tools used include
decentralised filesystems, such as IPFS to support decentralized storage and management and
immutability in conjunction with the Blockchain (as pursued in the Storage enabler as well). The
Big chain DB, a database with blockchain characteristics, supports decentralization,
immutability, and blockchain-style permissioning. It supports both public and private
deployments.
Compatibility with physical components has also been considered including the POS equipment
(Point of Sale) to communicate a business transaction between the client and the retailer/business
owner (e.g., in the case of commercial transactions). QR codes, used by smart phone applications,
can bind cyber and physical worlds. Low energy communications modules, such as Bluetooth
Low Energy accompanied with single-board computer (e.g., Raspberry Pi) are used in the edge to
retrieve data from scanners. In addition, IoT infrastructures, accompanied by Geographical
context and map-based filtering, have also been sources of data registered in the Blockchain.
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Figure 7. Value added applications development ecosystem

Figure 7 depicts the ecosystem where the value-added applications are developed, including the
Blockchains selected, the enablers, the 3 rd party tools and the offering modes.
The developed functionality is provided in multiple ways. Specifically, a) as an application (web
and/or mobile) for end users, b) through an API (Application Programming Interface) for
developers, and c) as SDK (Software Development Kit) for further development. Specific white
label offerings have been included for specific modules. Another option has been the provision of
educational and simulation material (including the blockchain application and the physical
components, such IoT components).

5. CONCLUSIONS
The focus of this paper has been twofold. First, we have recognized the challenges in the
adoption of the Blockchain technology. To alleviate the technological difficulties, we have
designed and implemented four Blockchain enablers. These provide functionality that is often
met in added value applications, including ID management with authentication, authorization and
accounting support, the trustworthy storage of data, the registration of entities, services and
bindings and the interactions / negotiations using marketplaces. The adoption and usage of the
proposed functionality as offered by the enablers (or similar implementations) on behalf of the
adopters, in the context of the Block.IS project ecosystem, has verified the added value they offer
and their potential to facilitate the building of new innovative applications.
In parallel, through the interaction with the users and the evolution of the requirements, we have
had the opportunity to identify and implement enhancements, including the access to public
Blockchain networks, and the streamlining of the access to the Blockchain operations and
functionality through state-of-the-art APIs. Implementation techniques (such as the development
of the smart contracts) have also added value to the users of the enablers. As far as the end users
of the applications are concerned, Blockchain has been streamlined through the widespread usage
of wallets.
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In terms of the added-value applications, Blockchain has been employed in three thematic areas,
namely finance, logistics and agriculture. In this work, we have presented and briefly discussed
ideas and the thematic subareas and challenges involved. There has been a rich portfolio of
innovative decentralized applications, offering trustworthiness, automating complex workflows,
confronting disputes, and enhancing the trust of the end users. Operational aspects, such as
fragmentation especially for long chains have been smoothed using Blockchain technology.
Digital representations have been made both for a rich variety of physical and non-physical
assets.
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